A Cosplay Beginner’s Guide to:
Making A Bodice Base
(A structured undergarment for dresses, shirts, anything strapless, etc…)
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Introduction
Hello, my name is Lossien!
This is going to be a big one because there’s so much to cover!
It starts with the fabric, then measurements, then the pattern.
You can always skip the material section, and do it after your
mock-up is finished if you want to be sure you have the exact
amount you need.
The pattern seems like a lot at a glance – 39 pages, but each page
is one step. Once the mock-up is made and the pattern is
adjusted, you’ll have a great base.
Once you have a good base, you can use the pattern again and
again for many, many costumes!
Here’s an example of some of the costumes I’ve used this pattern
for, and I’m also using it for the upcoming Lvl 10 Jester Tutorials,
as well as the Frozen 2 Elsa tutorials!
Good luck crafting, and
please show me how you
use this pattern!

Twitter: @Lossien
Instagram: @lossiengxg
Facebook: Lossien
Photos on this page are taken
by Vera a’ Lossien and used
with his permission, all tutorial
photos and sketched are
created by Lossien for the
purpose of this tutorial
Keyleth (bottom left) is an original
design based on a character
made by Marisha Ray for Critical
Role

1: Materials
General: This under bodice is a ‘structural’ piece, and is not meant to be seen. It sits under a
costume over top, and provides the shape and structure to build a dress, top, or other piece.
Fabric: Refer to the Material section of the Excel Sheet. There are columns for 45” or 60” wide fabric.
Use the largest amount (either ‘Based on Bust Width’, ’Based on Waist Width’ or ‘Based on Hip Width’
measurements) for your fabric width.
ALWAYS PRE-WASH YOUR FABRIC. Check how the fabric should be washed. I like to cold water wash
and hang to dry if unsure. If you do not pre-wash your fabric, there is a chance that it will warp and
change size if you try to wash it afterward.
The fabric choices for this one are a little different because a lot of times, it can depend on the costume
or clothes that you’re making to go over top. You may want lighter fabric for this pattern if you are using
this under a slinky dress, for example, or a heavier/stiffer fabric for the bodice base if you are making a
heavy costume piece.
I like to use a medium weight twill in a polyester-cotton blend, so it’s nice and strong, doesn’t wrinkle
easily, but doesn’t add too much thickness. I recommend something with strength – coutil or twill are
the main ones.
I know broadcloth, and even quilting cotton can be cheap, but I would recommend against using them.
They are both a very loose weave, and you will find that in very short order, your boning can start
poking through, and it just won’t last.

Waist Reinforcement: Refer to the Waist Reinforcement section of the Excel Sheet.
I recommend a twill tape or strapping (nylon or cotton). The important thing is that it is between .75” to
1.5” and has a thick, tight weave.

Boning: Refer to the Waist Reinforcement section of the Excel Sheet.
Boning should be a somewhat flexible but stiff material. You can use rigilene boning or another plastic
boning, as well as spiral-bound steel, but I find the best (and cheapest) is using zip ties. Home
improvement stores carry longer types of zip ties, for any of your understructure needs!
If you do use zip ties, refer to the last column (each strip) in this table to make sure the zip ties are long
enough for your project.

2: Measurements
Here are the measurements that you need! Things highlighted in green on the excel sheet are
measurements that you need to enter. Everything else should be automatically calculated for you.
Horizontal Lines (red in the diagram):
Bust: across the widest part of your chest (along the ‘apex’ or
nipples, all the way around). Make sure that you are wearing
the under-support you will be wearing for the final garment
(strapless bra, no bra, etc.) when you take this measurement.
Front Bust: This is a measurement from the side seam,
across the front bust, to the other side seam. To get this
measurement, I wear a snug-fitting tank top and measure
from one side (at the seam), across the front, to the other. It
should follow the same line as the bust measurement. If you
don’t have access to a tank top, just measure from directly
under the middle of the armpit at the bust line.
Back Bust: This is the bust measurement minus the Front Bust
– automatically calculated.
Waist: Around the smallest part of the torso, normally
around the bellybutton. It can be higher or lower, depending
on your body type.
‘Hips’: Normally, hips refer to the widest part of your
hip/bum area – this time, we want to go a little higher. You
need to be able to move and sit when you finish this bodice base, so I recommend sitting down and
measuring to the top of your thighs as the lowest point – for me, this lines up with my hip bones.
Measure that point all the way around to get the measurement.

Vertical Lines (blue in the diagram):
Neck-point to Bust: Find where your neck meets your shoulder – that is your neck point (where the
shoulder seam of a crew-neck shirt is, for example). Measure from this point to the apex of the bust (or
nipple).
Above Bust: This is just 2/5ths of the neck point to bust measurement for this pattern, automatically
calculated. You can easily increase this if you want the pattern to go a little higher.
Bust to Waist: Measure from the apex of the bust straight down to the waistline.

Waist to hips: Measure from the waist straight down to the ‘hip’ line. Make sure your lines are where
you measured horizontally!

Other Measurements:
Ease: This may seem random, but ease is a tiny bit of extra in a garment that allows you to actually
move! There should be ease in each horizontal measurement. I know it doesn’t seem right, but it
makes a huge difference in comfort, and it will still be snug.
Seam Allowance: This is up to you, but I like to use a .5” seam allowance (usually referred to by “SA”).
It’s added to every seam that you are going to sew, and gives you the little bit of extra material required
to make your seams.

Making the Pattern:
3-1: Make a vertical line

This one is super easy! I draft from left to right, because it seems natural to me. You can definitely draft
right to left if you’re more comfortable, just keep it in mind throughout the tutorial and make the
necessary adjustments!
This line is going to be the CENTRE FRONT.

3-2: Mark Vertical Measurements

I like to start at the bottom and work up, along the center front line.
A: Waist to hip measurement
B: Bust to waist measurement
C: Above bust to bust measurement
PRO TIP: Leave space on your page above the Above Bust measurement, and below the Hip
measurement for seam allowance at the end.

3-3: Horizontal Lines

From where you marked the heights of the Hips, Waist and Bust, draw lines straight across. I usually
draw the Above Bust line about halfway across.
Make sure all of these lines are horizontal – you can measure the heights again at the other side to
ensure that the distances between haven’t shifted at all.

3- 4: Front Panel Waist Marking

Looking at Measurement D, we’re going to measure from the Centre Front line across the waistline and
mark the measurement.
Measurement D is automatically calculated for you. It is your waist measurement divided by 12, then
your waist ease measurement divided by 14 added to that.

3-5: Front Panel Hip Marking

Looking at Measurement E, we’re going to measure from the Centre Front line across the hip line and
mark the measurement.
Measurement E is automatically calculated for you. It is your hip measurement divided by 12, then your
hip ease measurement divided by 14 added to that.

3-6: Front Panel Bust and Above Bust Marking

Looking at Measurement F, we’re going to measure from the Centre Front line across the bust line and
mark the measurement. We are going to mark the same distance on the Above Bust line.
The Above Bust line will be taken in at this seam when the mock-up is finished. However, it is much
easier to alter this line when you are wearing the garment than it is to attempt to measure it.
Measurement F is automatically calculated for you. It is your front bust measurement divided by 3, then
your bust ease measurement divided by 14 added to that.

3-7: Connect the Marks

Now is the fun part, connect all of the marks!
I prefer to use straight lines because they work for me. Some people find that a slightly curved line at
the hip is easier for their body (curved out) to provide some extra space.
This line is now our sewing line for the Centre Front Panel, which you have now officially drafted!

3-8: Seam Allowance

Now that we’ve drawn our Centre Front Panel, we’re going to draw the seam allowance! In theory, you
can draw all of the seam allowances at the end; however, I like to use the least amount of horizontal
space possible, so I draw it at this step.

3-9: Mark Seam Allowance Again

On the furthest left point on the pattern we’ve drawn so far, since we’re working left to right ( the Bust
and Overbust lines on my pattern), measure the Seam Allowance distance again and mark it.
If it makes it easier, draw a vertical line down the pattern from this new mark.

3-10: Mark Bust Measurement

Mark Measurement G from that mark you just made across the Bust and Above Bust lines.
Measurement G is automatically calculated for you. It is your front bust measurement divided by 6, then
your bust ease measurement divided by 7 added to that.

PROTIP: If Measurement I is larger than Measurement G:
Measure along the Waist line, marking from the Seam Allowance amount to the full distance. Follow
the next step with Measurement J across the Waist line instead of the Bust line.

PROTIP: If Measurement K is larger than Measurement G:
Measure along the Hip line, marking from the Seam Allowance amount to the full distance. Follow the
next step with Measurement L across the Hip line instead of the Bust line.

3-11: Mark the Centre Line

Measure Measurement H from either side to find the middle line of this pattern piece. Double check
that both sides are the same measurement.
Measurement H is calculated for you. Measurement H is half of Measurement G.

PROTIP: If Measurement I is larger than Measurement G:
Measure along the Waist line, with Measurement J.

PROTIP: If Measurement K is larger than Measurement G:
Measure along the Hip line with Measurement L.

3-12: Draw Centre Line

Draw this line vertically down the entire space; make sure this vertical line goes all the way from the
Above Bust line to the Hip line. It needs to be straight and vertical.

3-13: Draw Waist and Hip Lines

Now is when we finish off the measurements for this panel.
Mark Measurement J on both the sides on the Waist line. Both sides together should equal
Measurement I.
Mark Measurement L on both sides of the Hip line. Both sides together should equal Measurement K.
Measurement I is automatically calculated for you. It is your waist measurement divided by 6, then your
waist ease measurement divided by 7 added to that.
Measurement J is half of the Measurement I.
Measurement K is automatically calculated for you. It is your hip measurement divided by 6, then your
hip ease measurement divided by 7 added to that.
Measurement L is half of Measurement K.

PROTIP: If you started with either the Hip Line or the Waist Line, you would now need to measure out
the Bust line.
Mark Measurement H on either side of both the Bust line and Above Bust line. Both sides on either line
should equal Measurement G.

3-14: Connect the Marks

Now connect all of the marks!
I prefer to use straight lines because they work for me. Some people find that a slightly curved line at
the hip is easier for their body (curved out) to provide some extra space.
These lines are now our sewing lines for the Front Side Panel, which you have now officially drafted.

3-15: Mark the Top Edge

This is the step that we account for the armpit! Your Above Bust measurement is too high to go all the
way around, we need to make the Front Side Panel shorter on the side that goes towards the back (on
the right in this image).
I like to make the height 1” above the Bust line. This is high enough for me that it still covers my bra
across the back, but doesn’t interfere with my arm movement or cut into my armpit.
Simply mark 1” above the Bust line, straight up, and then connect that mark to the Above Bust line on
the front side (left in this image).
You have now drafted the Front Side Panel!

PROTIP: You are welcome to mark it a little higher, but keep in mind that if it’s too high, it can make the
garment buckle or wrinkle, and can affect how it fits overall. You can measure from your bust line into
your armpit to get an idea of how high you want this measurement. I don’t recommend anything higher
than 3” as a general rule.

3-16: Seam Allowance

Now that we’ve drawn our Front Side Panel, we’re going to draw the seam allowance.
In theory, you can draw all of the seam allowances at the end. However, I like to use the least amount of
horizontal space possible, so I draw it at this step.

3-17: Mark Seam Allowance Again

Measure out Seam Allowance amount along the widest mark (for me, this is the Hip line).
If it makes it easier, draw a vertical line up and down the pattern from this new mark.

3-18: Mark the Hip Line

Measure Measurement M from the previous mark/vertical line.
Measurement M is automatically calculated for you. It is your hip measurement divided by 8, then your
hip ease measurement divided by 7 added to that.

PROTIP: If Measurement O is larger than Measurement M:
Measure along the Waist line, marking from the Seam Allowance amount to the full distance. Follow the
next step with Measurement P across the Waist line instead of the Hip line.

PROTIP: If Measurement Q is larger than Measurement M:
Measure along the Bust line, marking from the Seam Allowance amount to the full distance. Follow the
next step with Measurement R across the Bust line instead of the Hip line.

3-19: Mark the Centre Line

Mark Measurement N along the Hip line in from the previous 2 marks. They should be equal on both
sides.
Measurement N is calculated for you. It is half of Measurement M.

PROTIP: If Measurement O is larger than Measurement M:
Measure along the Waist line with Measurement P instead of the Hip line.

PROTIP: If Measurement Q is larger than Measurement M:
Measure along the Bust line Measurement R instead of the Hip line.

3-20: Draw Centre Line

Draw a vertical line along this middle mark from the Hip line to the Above Bust line. Make sure this line
is fully vertical.

3-21: Waist and Bust Lines

On the waist line, measure Measurement P on either side of the vertical line. It should equal
Measurement O in total.
On the Bust line, measure Measurement R on either side of the vertical line. It should equal
Measurement Q in total.
Measurement O is automatically calculated for you. It is your waist measurement divided by 8, then
your waist ease measurement divided by 7 added to that.
Measurement P is half of Measurement O.
Measurement Q is automatically calculated for you. It is your back bust measurement divided by 4, then
your bust ease measurement divided by 7 added to that.
Measurement R is half of Measurement Q.

PROTIP: If you started with either the Waist Line or the Bust Line, you will now need to measure out the
Hip line.
Mark Measurement N on both sides along the Hipline. Both sides on either line should equal
Measurement M.

3-22: Connect the marks

Connect all of the marks from the Hip line up to 1” above the Bust line (or whatever height you decided
on above the bust line).
You have now drafted the Back Side Panel.

3-23: Seam Allowance

Now that we’ve drawn our Back Side Panel, we’re going to draw the seam allowance.
In theory, you can draw all of the seam allowance at the end, however I like to use the least amount of
horizontal space possible, so I draw it at this step.

3-24: Mark Seam Allowance Again

Once again, measure out Seam Allowance amount along the widest mark (for me, this is the Hip line
again).
If it makes it easier, draw a vertical line up and down the pattern from this new mark.

3-25: Mark the Hip Line

Mark Measurement S from the last mark/vertical line along the Hip line.
Measurement S is automatically calculated for you. It is your hip measurement divided by 8, and then
your hip ease measurement divided by 7 added to that.

PROTIP: If Measurement T is larger than Measurement M:
Measure along the Waist line, marking from the Seam Allowance amount to the full distance.

PROTIP: If Measurement U is larger than Measurement M:
Measure along the Bust line, marking from the Seam Allowance amount to the full distance.

3-26: Draw the Centre Back Line

From the newest mark, draw a vertical line from the Hip line to the Above Bust line. This is our Centre
Back line.

3-27: Mark the Waist and Bust

Mark Measurement T along the Waist line from the Centre Back line towards the Centre Front line
(going left on this image).
Mark Measurement U along the Bust line from the Centre Back line towards the Centre Front line (going
left on this image).
Measurement T is automatically calculated for you. It is your waist measurement divided by 8, then your
waist ease measurement divided by 7 added to that.
Measurement U is automatically calculated for you. It is your back bust measurement divided by 4, then
your bust ease measurement divided by 7 added to that.

PROTIP: If you started with either the Waist Line or the Bust Line, you will now need to measure out the
Hip line.
Mark Measurement S along the Hipline.

3-28: Connect the Marks

Now connect all of the marks.
I prefer to use straight lines because they work for me. Some people find that a slightly curved line at
the hip is easier for their body (curved out) to provide some extra space.
These lines are now our sewing lines for the Centre Back Panel, which you have now officially drafted.

3-29: Seam Allowance

Now that we’ve drawn our Centre Back Panel, we’re going to draw the seam allowance.
In theory, you can draw all of the seam allowances at the end. However, I like to use the least amount of
horizontal space possible, so I draw it at this step.

If you didn’t draw the Seam Allowance as you went, now is the time!

3-30: Draw Top Edges

Now we’re going to draw the top edges of the Side Back Panel and Centre Back Panel. Simple measure
up 1” (or the height you decided on back in Step 15), on both left and right sides of the two panels, and
connect them to create a top line for these pattern pieces.

3-31: Top and Bottom Seam Allowance

Using your Vertical Seam Allowance amount, we’re going to draw the top and bottom seam allowance.
Along the bottom should be easiest, simply draw a line straight across, below the Hip line by your seam
allowance amount.
Along the top, the Centre Front Panel, Side Back Panel and Back Panel are similar. Draw the seam
allowance line by the correct amount directly above the line that’s there already.
For the Side Front Panel (with the diagonal), make sure that the line is the correct distance away from
the sewing line. DO NOT draw into the Horizontal Seam Allowance sections (it should float above only
the sewing lines).

PROTIP: I like to give extra Seam Allowance at the top and bottom, so I usually leave this as 1” or 1.5”.

3-32: Extend Horizontal Seam Allowance

Now we’re getting to the nitty-gritty stuff!
We’re going to extend all of those seam allowance lines from earlier until they meet the new lines we
just drew.
You can also see here how the Front Side Panel does not have seam allowance in the top two corners,
which is how we want it right now.

3-33: Extend the Sewing Lines

From here, we’re going to extend the sewing lines horizontally to meet all of the seam allowance lines.
We’re also going to extend all of the horizontal lines out the Centre Back vertical line (far right on this
image) for the zipper allowance.
All of these should be straight horizontal lines, no angles to them! They should be in line with the Bust,
Waist and Hip lines (even on the Front Side Panel top, though the sewing line is on an angle, these
newer lines are not).
Notice how we still haven’t filled in the top of the seam allowance for the Front Side Panel yet.

3-34: Front Side Panel Seam Allowance

Now we’re going to finish the last part of the Front Side Panel.
Simply draw the last missing lines of the seam allowance, making sure they’re straight horizontal lines,
in line with the Bust, Waist and Hip lines.

PROTIP: Every extra section of seam allowance (where vertical and horizontal seam allowance meet)
should be either squares or rectangles. It makes it easier to sew in the long run.

3-35: Zipper Allowance

The next step is to mark your zipper allowance. Measure out from the Centre Back line 1.5” (my
standard zipper allowance, you can increase it if you’d like) and make a vertical line.
Make sure it’s the same distance out from top to bottom!

3-36: Label Panels

Now we’re going to label all of the panels! In my example, from left to right we have; Centre Front
Panel, Front Side Panel, Back Side Panel, then Centre Back Panel.
The Centre Front Line (the first vertical line we drew) also becomes the ‘place on fold’ line for the
Centre Front Panel.

3-37: Grain Lines

Our grain lines are very important for cutting out the fabric. On the Front Side Panel, Back Side Panel
and Centre Back Panel, these should be parallel to the vertical lines that we used for the centre of each
panel.

PROTIP: You can, in fact, just use the centre lines of each panel as your grain lines!

3-38: Label Bust, Waist and Hip

Now we’re going to label the Bust, Waist and Hip lines on each pattern piece (harder to see on this
image). This is to ensure that we can make the notches for sewing the pieces together.

3-39 (optional): Clean Up

This is literally just cleaning up all of the unnecessary lines. You can also trace onto a new paper if that’s
easier. I like to wait until my mock-up is finalized before I trace it out.

Step 4: The Mock-Up
4-1: Trace the Pattern

My fabric was just shy of getting the full pattern across, so I ended up needing to place the Centre Back
Panel down slightly to fit all of the pattern pieces on.
Make sure that your fabric is folded in half so that your Centre Front Panel is on the fold, and you are
cutting two of every other piece!

4-2: Cut Out the Pattern
Make sure to mark your notches as well (bust line and waistline), so you can be sure that they’re
matching up as you are sewing.

I like to lay out my patterns like this (Centre Front Panel, then Front Side Panel, then Back Side Panel,
then Centre Back Panel) so that I can keep track of them as I’m sewing.

4-3: Sew the Panels Together
When sewing a bodice base, I always start
by attaching the Centre Front Panel to the
Side Front Panel.
I unfold the Centre Front Panel and then lay
the Front Side Panels to either side.
Then I pin the waistlines together.

PROTIP: Sew all of your mock-up seams
with a long basting stitch (4-5 length) so
that you can tear it all apart easily when
you are done)

Next, I sew from the waistline to the hipline (or bottom),
and then start from the waistline again and sew to the
above bust line (or top), making sure that the bust notches
match along the way.
Repeat on the other side, and then your Front Side Panels
are attached to the Centre Front Panel.

After that, repeat the steps of laying out the Back Side
Panels on either side of the pieces you have just sew
together, and pin them at the waist notch. Sew again from
the waist to the hips, and then from the waist to above the
bust.
Lastly, lay out the whole thing, and put the Centre Back
Pieces on either side at the end. Pin at the waist and sew
from the waist to the hips and from the waist to the top.
PROTIP: Make sure that you are connecting the correct
sides together! I like to lay everything out at the beginning so that I don’t mix it up, and the zipper
allowance ends up on the very ends.

4-4: Baste in the Zipper
Place the bodice with seam allowance up, top edge of the
zipper (where the zipper pull is when the zipper is closed)
ready to feed into the machine.
Place the zipper on the zipper allowance section of the
Centre Back Panel, facing the zipper down (so you’re
looking at the back of the zipper).
Stitch down the outside of the zipper with a nice big
basting stitch.

PROTIP: We are technically sewing the zipper inside out so
that we can try the entire garment on and play with the
seams while still being able to use the zipper.

Fold the entire bodice in half, with all of the seam
allowance facing in.
Line up the zipper with the other zipper allowance line;
you should be looking at the back of the zipper.
Line up the waist line and top edge so that the Centre
Back Pieces are in line with each other, then stitch down
the zipper.

4-5: Try it On!

Now comes the fun part!
MAKE SURE YOU ARE WEARING THE CORRECT
UNDERGARMENT FOR THE FINISHED PRODUCT.
If we’ve drafted it correctly, it should be a little
big (I like to err on the side of caution).
This is fine!
It should also be positively swimming over the
bust – we’re going to pin that manually to get
the perfect fit.

4-6: Pin Above Bust
The next step is to pin all that extra away above the bust.
The trick to this is to hold the loose seam with your
fingers and walk then in, making sure you are evenly
flattening both sides and pin when the ‘new’ seam is flat
against the skin.
Make sure to do both sides at once so you have taken in
above the bust sections on each side as equally as
possible.

PROTIP: You may need to pin and adjust more than once
to get both sides more equal or slightly tighter.

Once you have it held with your fingers, pin along the
‘new’ seam line, so that it creates a new, pinned line.

PROTIP: The two sides don’t have to be exactly the same.
You can simply eyeball it and get it as close as possible.

MAKE SURE you are not taking it in the past the bust line,
or, if you are, you are carefully marking with pins how far
down its going.
It is much easier to take in extra fabric from the bust line
at the side seam, instead of trying to do it on this seam.

3-7: Take in Side Seams
I found the mock-up was a little loose in the side seams as
well (I prefer a more form-fitting look, especially if I want
to make something strapless and require the bodice base
to hold everything up).

Once again, I ‘walked’ my fingers from the seam inward,
making sure to press the fabric equally together and not
pull more from one side.

PROTIP: I like to do a quick hold on both sides at the same
time to see approximately how much I need to take in so
that I have a better idea when I am pinning each side.

Once you know how much you need to take in the sides (if
any), simply pin a ‘new’ seam.
Pinning allows you to quickly change anything, while also
seeing if the overall fit has improved.

4-8: Excess at Back (aka Folding Over Zipper)
This one was a LOT harder to take photos of, so please bear
with me!

If you have this issue, where the zipper folds over on itself,
simply adding boning isn’t going to help, and is just going to
make it worse.
(I’m pretty sure it’s an issue from being short-waisted, or
from having a slightly curved back).
This is why we do mock-ups first because fixing this issue
involves pinning and eventually re-cutting the piece.

How I fix this is to fold the zipper where the bulge is until the
rest of the Centre Back Panel is lying flat.

Make sure that the seam between the Centre Back Panel
and Side Back Panel is still flat (not folded).

It ends up being a triangle shape from the back seam to the
side seam.

4-9: Marking Top Edge
Without boning, it may still wrinkle, but if you pull the top and
bottom to disperse the wrinkles, you should be able to tell that
it fits snuggly and properly. It will wrinkle again when you move
because nothing is holding it in place.
Once it’s fit properly, you need to draw the top edge to make
sure it is the finished edge that you want.
I like to start at the side seam, making sure the line seems like a
natural continuation of the top of the Side Back Panel.

Because you’re wearing the proper
undergarments (bra or otherwise), it’s easy to
make sure that the top line covers it.

I usually plan for the mock-up to be a little higher,
so that I can ensure I have the line that I want
visually.

I also only tend to draw one side of the line. I will wait until I’m
no longer wearing it to copy it over to the other side to ensure
it’s the same.
If you draw it all the way across, and then take it off and find it’s
different from one side to the other, it’s hard to know which
side is the correct side!

4-10: Lay Mock Up Flat(-ish)
This just means taking it off and putting it on the
floor (or table, or wherever else your workspace
is).
Because I needed to take in the Centre Back Panel,
I also took off the zipper at the back.

4-11: Measure Pinned Sections
Now you want to measure both sides of what you have
pinned and write them down.
I started with the side seams. I measured both sides
and found what the average was (add them together
and divide by 2 – pretty easy).
I like to keep a notebook or scrap paper handy to write
things down, sometimes I get distracted (usually by
cats) and having it written down really helps.

4-12: Mark Equally

Now that we’ve measured the amount, we can mark down the new side seams! It goes on both sides of
the seam (on both the Front Side Panel and Back Side Panel).
4-13: Take in Above Bust
This is done the same way. I measure both left and
right, find the average, then unpin it and draw it on.
When I pinned my Above Bust, I pinned it down to the
Bust line, which made it easy to know exactly where
to start my new seam line.
REMEMBER to draw on both sides of the seam: on
the Centre Front Panel and Front Side Panel!

4-14: Take in Back
For this alteration, we will only be changing one side, as
the entire piece will need to be recut.
The first step is to draw on both sides (top and bottom)
where the pins are, so we know exactly where it was
pinned.
It should look something like this
once it’s unpinned.
<Ensure that the triangle shape
does not go into the seam beside
it.

4-15: Pull Apart Mock Up
Now we pull apart all of the pieces. I tend to keep only one side as the ‘good’ side, that I will use as my
pattern pieces.
Where we’ve taken in the seams and drawn the top edge, we now need to add seam allowance to.

4-16: Fix Centre Back Panel
To finalize the Centre Back Panel, we need to
re-pin that triangle shape.
Yes, this does mean that the zipper edge is
now on a weird angle, but if you needed it
during the mock-up phase, you will need the
shape in the finished phase.
Then, we lay it flat on new fabric. The folded
edge should be the new waist seam.
Cut it out, and viola, the new Centre Back
Panel is finished!

4-17: Trim All Panels
All that’s left is to trim all of the panels at
the new seam allowances. Then you’re
done.
Your mockup is 100% complete!

PROTIP: If you had a lot of issues fitting the
first mock up, or want to be sure, you can
re-cut and sew new mock ups as many
times as necessary until you feel
comfortable with the shape!

5: Sewing
5-1: Cut Out Material
Now that the mockup is finished, it’s time to cut out the
actual fabric!
(…and yes, I used my mockup as my actual fabric,
because I’m lazy and liked the pattern).

5-2: Lay Out Panels
I find laying everything out in order is the easiest way
to make sure that it all goes together correctly!
Like the above photo, except with the Centre Front
Panel unfolded, all of the panels that go on the right
side lined up.
 You can see how I’ve laid the Centre Front
Panel with the two Side Front Panels beside,
ready to go!
Once they’re lined up, I like to pin all of the waist
seams together, making sure that the ‘good side’ of
the panel is always touching the ‘good side’ of the
panel it’s pinned to.
5-3: Sew Together
Once everything is pinned, it’s time to sew the seams together.
Like the mockup, each seam should be from the waist to hip, then
from the waist to the above bust/top line. By starting at the
waist, it’s easier to make sure that everything lines up.
PROTIP: Remember to use a smaller stitch length than we used on
the mock-up. I like to use between a 2.5-3 for the fabric I choose
(a medium weight twill).

5-4: Clip the Seams
Anywhere there are curves or
points, you need to ‘clip’ the
seams.
If you don’t, the seam
allowance will be too tight and
stop the seam from curving
properly.
To ‘clip,’ make a small cut from
the edge of the seam allowance
to just before the stitching line.

PROTIP: If you accidentally cut
where you sewed, just go back
and sew a tiny bit again in
more, to where it isn’t cut. I
also have to do this sometimes.

5-5: Press Open the Seams
Once all of the seams have been
sewn, iron (or ‘press’) all of the
seams open.
Open means that the seam
allowance is pushed to both sides
so that the seam is as flat as
possible.
I use my fingers to push it open,
and then put the iron on top to set
it.
Make sure your fingers are out of
the way when the iron comes
down!
We need to press every seam. For the curved seams, start from the bottom and do each straight part at
a time, you can use the tip of the iron to press smaller parts. Once I reach the bust line, I switch to the
top and press from the top down to get the upper edge of the seam.
Take your time and remember to breathe. This part can be tricky!

PROTIP: If you have a ‘dressmakers ham’ or ‘pressing ham,’ you can use it to press the curves really
easily! I never know where mine is.

5-6: Waist Reinforcement
This is a step that I learned the hard way to ALWAYS
DO!
It helps keep everything in place, and stop your
bodice base from stretching out!
Take a .75-1.5” twill tape, nylon strapping, or other
tough strapping (ribbon is usually too weak for this)
the length of your waist plus a little extra.
Pin it along the waistline, from the zipper allowance
line, all the way across the waistline, to the other
side, and end it at the zipper allowance line on the
other side.
Sew along the bottom of the strapping.
PROTIP: Make sure that all of your seams are open
as you sew down the strapping.

Next, sew down the top edge of the strapping.

5-7: Boning Channels
The first step to making boning channels is cutting them.
We will need 9 total.
Each one is a long rectangle.
The length will be the length of the Centre Front seam, plus
3” (to be safe).
The width will be the width of your boning, plus seam
allowance, plus a little extra to sew.
I use zip ties for boning (I highly recommend for cheap and easy boning that also works), so I take the
width of the zip ties (.5”). I add another .25” for sewing the channel, then .5” for seam allowance on
either side. I use very small seam allowances and space for sewing the channel, so feel free to add more
so that the sewing step is easier.
Once the strips are cut, fold down one side of
seam allowance and press it down. Move
along the length of the strip, pressing small
amounts at a time.
Be careful with your fingers!
Once the top seam allowance is ironed, now
iron down the bottom seam allowance.

Repeat these 2 steps for every strip until you
have all 9 pressed and ready to go.

5-8: Pin Centre Front Boning Channel

Place the first strip directly down the front middle line – where our fold was when we first cut it out. Pin
it carefully, making sure it lays flat.

5-9: Pin Front Princess Seam Boning Channels
The next step is to sew the seams of where the
Centre Front Panel meets the Front Side Panels, also
known as the front princess seams.
Try to get the boning channel centred on the seam,
making sure that the seam is still open, and that the
boning channel/strip is laying as flat as possible.

5-10: Pin Side Seam Boning Channels
Now we move onto the next seams: the side seams
(there the Front Side Panel meets the Back Side
Panel).
Once again, make sure the seam is open, and that the
strip/boning channel is lying as flat as possible,
centred over the seam.

5-11: Pin Back Princess Seam Boning Channels
Can you guess what’s next?
That’s right, we’re going to pin the back princess
seams, which is where the Back Side Panel meets
the Centre Back Panel.
Make sure the seam is open, and that the
strip/boning channel is lying as flat as possible,
centred over the seam.

5-12: Pin Centre Back Boning Channels
Measure in from the centre back seam
about .5” and pin the final boning channel
along that line.
This gives the zipper stability (to stop it
from buckling and crumpling) without
making the boning channel in the way of
sewing in the zipper.

5-13: Sew Boning Channels
Placing the material under your machine, sew down one
side of the boning channel. Try to get close to the folded
outside edge, without going off the material.

Next, sew down
the other side of
the boning
channel. Make
sure that the
space in the
middle of the
two stitching
lines is still wide
enough for your
boning.

Repeat these two steps eight more times for the rest of the
boning channels.

5-14: Sew in Zipper
Separate the two zipper sides.
Place one zipper half, teeth in, good side facing
down, on the machine. Place the bodice over the
top, ensuring that the center back line is in line with
the side (inner part of the teeth) of the zipper.
Make sure that the bottom of the zipper lines up with
the bottom stitching line of the pattern.
Stitch along this line.

PROTIP: Doing the zipper good/pull side down means
that the zipper pull will be on the same side as the
seams. This is done intentionally so that the inside of
the garment is the ‘finished side.’ Specifically, when
making strapless dresses.
If you want the seams to be against the skin, you can
easily flip the garment to have the finished side out for this step or make sure the zipper is up, as I have
done for this.

Repeat the same step on the other side, making
sure again that the bottom of the zipper lines up
with the bottom stitching line.

PROTIP: You can also, once the first side is done,
put the zipper back together, and place a pin were
the stitching at the waist is. Then, detach the
zipper again, and use the pin mark to make sure
the zipper is lined up perfectly.

5-15: Sew Along Bottom Stitching Line

Now we do a long stitch (a length between 3-4) along
the bottom edge, right where the sewing line is, leaving
the seam allowance below.

5-16: Trim Excess Boning Channels
Once the stitching line is along the bottom, feel
free to trim any extra parts of the boning
channels.

5-17: Trim Boning to Size
Using zip ties, the first step is to mark just at the square end. Cut this straight across, then cut both sides
again to get rid of the sharp corners. This is the top of the boning piece.

Once the top is cut, lay the zip tie or boning along the boning
channel, it is going to be inserted into. It should be ¼” shorter than
the top stitching line to the bottom stitching line (do not include
the seam allowance in this measurement!).
Once you know the length, mark it again, and then trim the
bottom.

PROTIP: If you can, try to keep the top flat; you want to avoid a
sharp triangle shape that will get caught when trying to put it in
the boning channel.

5-18: Insert Boning into Boning Channels
Now is when we slip the boning into the boning channel!
Starting from the top (because we closed off the bottom),
put the boning into the channel. It’s best to try and get it
between the boning channel itself (above the boning
channel seam allowance, but under the main part of the
boning channel).
This will make it easier to get past the waist reinforcement.

5-19: Complete Rest of Boning
Because there are 8 more boning channels,
repeat steps 4-17 and 4-18 until every boning
channel has boning in it.

5-20: Sew Along Top Stitching Line
Like in 4-15, stitch along the top sewing line, to
lock all of the boning in place.

5-21: Try On!

And there you have it!

We’ve purposely left the top and bottom edges ‘raw’ (unfinished) so that they can be worked into the
finished garment.
Remember, this is just an underlayer!

